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XML format from other apps. See the new .XML documentation in Xcode. (6845) Xcode Language and Type Support OS X General Applications are now packaged within .app bundles. OS X Server can now install .app bundles. Xcode now has full support for Swift 2.0. (5146) Swift Language Support LLDB The LLDB debugger for Swift will now support setting breakpoint hints. (4979) Instruments Xcode
8 now supports Swift 3. (5374) Xcode 8 now supports .xcdatamodeld (5087) Instruments can now export data to .sqlite and .swiftdump files. (5345) Operating System Compatibility There is a new set of system frameworks called .framework . It is likely that Xcode 8 will use this format when .dylib files are used instead of .framework files. (5258) Debugging with gdb The Swift 3.0 release introduces new

types to the lldb.sourceLanguage map. (5387) The lldb debugger now supports Swift 3.0, and is able to debug using frameworks. (5862) The GDB and LLDB toolchain now also has full support for Apple’s .framework format. (5879) .podspec Podfile Support A .podspec file has been added to Xcode 8. (5346) Help The Xcode Help system is now using the Chamilo Library and supports Markdown formatting.
(5487) The documentation browser now supports Markdown formatting, which is enabled by default. (5488) The documentation browser now supports Markdown formatting, which is enabled by default. (5489) Cocoa Touch framework Xcode Help The Cocoa Touch framework Xcode Help system has been updated to show documentation for the latest versions of the Cocoa Touch frameworks. (5491) Other

Full support for the New Swift Syntax (e.g. @inlinable). (5

November 07, 2017 - Did upgrading my current OS X El Captain version 10.11.6 to High Sierra get any worse for me? Am I running Final Cut Pro X 10.3.4? Or can I switch from my 10.3.4 version to High Sierra without losing my current projects? I won't say that I'm not a fan of updates, but this update is missing a lot. I don't feel like this is the best update. I don't see anything new or useful. It's just an
update that just does what was in 10.4 and 10.3. fffad4f19a
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